
ACCOMMODATION REVIEW 

COMMITTEE 2A WORKING 

MEETING NOTES 

MORRISBURG PUBLIC SCHOOL –  NOVEMBER 24, 2016 

 

Welcome & 
Introductions  

Tim called the meeting to order at 6:30 

Tim introduced Carole McEwen, Comptroller of Finance 
and Nancy Barkley, Superintendent of Business and 
explained their roles. 

Tim went through the evening’s agenda and what will 
be reviewed 

 

FAQ 

1. The Agenda 

 

 

 

 

2. Delegations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ARC Committee went over the meeting notes from 
November 7th 

The ARC Committee approved the minutes 

 

 

ARC Committee Feedback: 

Some thought the delegations were really good. Some 
of the public felt they were disappointed the ARC 
Committee did not ask more questions. 

ARC members want to consider an alternate set-up for 
the next public meeting.  ARC Committee would like 
consideration for Trustees to ask questions to the 
delegations 

Tim explained: 

 We have set up the ARC Committee to offer 
feedback on the scenarios within the report.  The 
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ARC may also identify alternatives 
solutions/options.  All of this information is 
brought into the report being prepared and 
presented to the Trustees. 

 The trustees have access to the documentation 
available through the ARC working and public 
meetings.  They are also able to watch the Public 
ARC meetings online. 

What is the ARC Chair’s role with the trustees – do you 
report to them? 

Tim explained: 

 There are 11 trustees - including a Student Trustee 
and Native Trustee.  They have 1 employee the 
director.  All Board staff work for the director. 

 The ARC chair works with the committee to 
prepare a feedback report for use by senior staff.  
Senior staff write a final staff report for the 
trustees to review 

Staff have been working on very short. 

One of the useful “take a ways” from the delegation 
presentations would be to get the presentations ahead 
of time.  Then we can come up with questions. 

 Tim explained:  The ARC is not obligated to ask 
questions and any questions that can’t be 
answered at the time also becomes public record 
(where we can research the answer). 

ARC Committee Feedback: I got a lot of feedback from 
our school council – I hope the community does step-up 
and come up with solutions 

I felt there was only one solution offered. 

In this process, I am looking long-term.  I am looking for 
South Dundas to have a viable plan. 

Seaway’s longest distance it 11.1 KM it is a 48 minute 
bus ride.  It would be an hour and a ½ because my boys 
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Addendum 

 

 

are 25 km away.  This is one example of hundreds of 
students 

Tim explained: 

 Transportation was a common theme from the 
delegations – regarding coop, extra-curricular, 
jobs.  

 Another common theme was projected - 
economic impact 

When do the Trustees get to ask questions?  Why can’t 
the trustees engage now in the meetings and ask 
questions? 

Tim explained: 

 Trustees ask questions all the time – they may go 
through the director 

 Once the final report comes through that is when 
Trustees start their deliberations and delegation 
can happen then too. 

 They can ask more questions at that time 

 We will work through everything and review the 
data 

Feedback – with Dwayne Collard’s delegation – there 
has not been a big outcry from Iroquois PS and we are 
willing to come together for a plan 

Tim explained: 

 That is why there will be a final report – it would 
be the same as the recommendations – that is 
why we are working on the report 

 When we check on the data there is a concern 
since there are not a lot of HS along the 401 

 

Tim read through the overview of the Addendum. 
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We anticipate there may be some changes to the 
recommendations   that will be in the report Senior staff 
puts together from the initial draft.  When the final 
report is put together, that is when recommendations 
may come off from the initial draft. 

Clarification and Adjustment Details 

Wording may have had to change due to clerical errors, 
language or grammatical errors. 

Enrolment number have been corrected as it can impact 
the school 

Financials – corrections to numbers that impact the 
schools.  Top up funding was not shown in initial report 
so the numbers have be recalculated. 

 These number changes can be positive as it can 
look at a change in funding provided to the school 

 The top up funding – it looks at the capacity of the 
9-12 and provide funding to top up the empty 
spaces 

If the school is change to a K-12 is the funding topped up 
to adjust the changes 

 It looks at the capacity with the elementary and 
then the secondary. 

If we put a K-12 and you keep RO as K-12 – and South 
Grenville – would all 3 schools be eligible for a top up or 
extra funding because the elementary and secondary? 

 There are also a number of factors that are 
important to consider – such as programming.  We 
are still in declining enrolment.  What does that 
mean in the viability of a K-12 school?  What 
would we have to do to keep the school viable 

The communities are growing.  It is frustrating to have 
the students constantly moved if these communities are 
expanding 
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 People are downsizing and we are still dealing 
with declining enrolment. 

 

You have to take into consideration the expansion of 
the communities and the growing industrial areas. 

 We have to look at for the report if there has been 
a growth in enrolment or have the number stayed 
steady 

Does the board consider when you remove a school?  
Has the board thought of the loss of students as they 
leave the board for other boards? 

 Yes that has to be considered too.  When we look 
at French students going to the French boards has 
to be looked at.  In some cases the feeder schools 
students going to other boards.  We want all the 
student coming to our board 

Seaway does have a healthy capture rate.  Parents are 
choosing to stay in the community.  But if the school 
closes they may have to choose another board that is 
closer 

The capture rate we should look at grade 7 and 9.  There 
are many families have chosen another school for K-8 
and then come to Seaway for grade 9. 

 Trustees have asked the same questions regarding 
capture rate each year 

 We should look at Kindergarten, 6 to 7 and grade 
9 

Once a HS student has a driver license does the student 
usually decide to change schools to access more 
programs? 

 We have to consider Coop or a job after school  
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Survey Data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The first round we saw it equal to Morrisburg Public 
School and Iroquois Public School – This time they are 
more HS oriented.  I would like to see the proposal.  I 
heard feedback the Trustees do like suggestions.  

Do the funding formulas change if the locations are 
changed? 

 You are not topped up for the first 5 years.  
Typically when the school is built it is built for 
capacity. 

It says overview or email – could we respond to these 
people? 

 All emails are being responded to but if it is the 
survey we will have to see if they have left contact 
information 

There are a lot of suggestions on amalgamating schools. 

They are definitely recognizing there must be closures 

The public is empathizing and realize there must be 
changes. 

The overall running theme was amalgamation 

Is it actually saving the current building and location of 
Seaway DHS or compromising and having a new central 
location. 

Seaway DHS has strong programming 

 There was a presentation to the board last night 
and the different funding coming through from 
the ministry 

French Immersion – they want to make all schools dual 
track – how will the board address that?  I feel there is a 
shortage of FI teachers.  How will you address the 
shortage 

 Last night’s meeting brought up - even if we 
sustain the FI program available now – how do we 
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do it?  The board does need to address that and 
have a better recruitment strategy 

 We need to be able to offer it to someone within 
their catchment area 

 How do you offer a program in every school if the 
demand is not there? 

 Some recommendations offering Core and 
immersion together 

With my kids they had the same FI teacher in 1, 2, 3 so if 
there is a problem with that student it can make it 
difficult. 

In a decision like Morrisburg PS that doesn’t offer 
immersion.  Morrisburg PS had to go somewhere else to 
receive the program.  What would the numbers be of the 
students from Morrisburg PS taking FI somewhere else? 

 We don’t have the numbers at this time but we 
can look into it 

For Rothwell-Osnabruck where they fought to get FI – 
have their number really changed? 

 No 

Chesterville PS is a very small school that lost students 
because of this– will this be reviewed and changed? 

 We are looking at many different angles.  We want 
to offer quality programming for the students. 

 Definitely the numbers can change for the school 
with FI and may increase 

 Some students may want to change schools for 
the programming but many don’t want to 

We keep saying Seaway DHS is not offering all 
programming – well what is Thousand Islands SS 
getting? 

 In a larger school – where teachers have multiple 
qualifications they can teach more sections and 
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different programs.   A smaller school may not 
have that option 

 In a large school a music teacher offering 6 
sections in that program but a smaller school may 
only offer 

 Tech has been hard to sustain in a smaller school.  
Have to keep up to date on different techniques 
and resources 

 Grade 11 & 12 physics – it can’t be offered at every 
school – because if you don’t fill the cap you can’t 
offer the course multiple times 

On the Fraser Report Seaway DHS is higher than South 
Grenville DHS –so why would be send our students to a 
lower ranked school 

 The Fraser Report uses EQAO and graduation 
rates – the MOE does not rate schools as all 
curriculum is the same. 

 The MOE looks at our schools as curriculum based 

 It is one factor the parents can consider – 
improvement of EQAO 

It is also not the same teacher or students being ranked 
each year. 

Would recognize the numbers where the top graduates 
came out of Seaway DHS? 

Students can’t graduate unless they pass the EQAO – so 
we have to look at how many have failed and retaken 
the test or have taken the course 

 We can look a graduation rates at the next 
meeting 

It is definitely a factor parents will look at before 
sending their children to South Grenville DHS where the 
graduation rates are lower, the school doesn’t have the 
positive reputation like Seaway 
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 We have the same challenges in all of our 
communities.  Some communities they are more 
apparent than others. 

 You need to know where are these facts coming 
from – or are they rumours? 

 The more students you have a in a High School 
the more opportunities you have to offer better 
programming 

 There are many variables that make up a good 
school 

 Factors are economic impact, programming, 
communities 

There are concerns that within the ARC process has 
South Grenville DHS doesn’t have any members coming 
to the table.  North Dundas DHS is coming to the table 
even though they are not being closed. 

 We will invite the Principal of South Grenville DHS 
to our next meeting 

If their solution is either North Dundas DHS or South 
Grenville DHS or another solution – it would help to 
have more information regarding South Grenville DHS 

 We should take some questions – if there are 
other questions please send to Kim or I so we can 
review. 

 

 UCDSB has twice as many schools as the other 
boards.  We do promote community and what we 
can do but it is a challenge. 

 

Some clear themes emerged from the survey data that 
include: 

 K-12 Campus in Iroquois 
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School Valuation 
Templates 
Review 

 

 Students leaving the South Dundas Township to 
go to school 

 Programming options for South Grenville DHS 
and North Dundas DHS 

 

 

 Table the SIP for this meeting due to the time and 
will review at our next meeting. 

 

Survey Data   

Reporting Back 
to whole Group  

 

Next Steps  

Dates for next 
working 
meetings   

ARC Committee members would like to have a working 
meeting before Christmas and after the break. 

We will look at the week of the 5th 

Wrap up  Tim thanked everyone for the continued hard work and 
to please send questions to his attention. 

 

Some clear themes to focus on for the next meeting 
included: 

 K-12 programming 

 Questions about South Grenville District HS 

 

Adjourned 9:11 pm 

 


